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ABSTR ACT. 

A processor is described which can perform clustering operation on 16-bit words. The use 
of EeL 10K circuitry allows processing times of -::::: 100 nsec per word. On line transformation 
of data coming from Q fast multiwire proportion al chamber read out has been performed in an 
SPS experiment . A total of about 1010 clustering operations has been executed without appreci~ 
ble error rates . 

I. - INTRODUCTION. 

A particle crossing a multiwire proportional chamber (MvVPC) can induce signals on seve
ral contiguous wires thus reducin g the spatial accuracy of the detector and increasing the number 
of \lIiords per event to be read out. 

T h is effect, known as IIclustering ll , has been extensively studied by several authors{l, 2, 3) 
an d shows a clear dependence on the direction of the incident particle (Fi g . 1) and on the width of 
the gate applied to the wire signals (F ig. 2). 

The usual way of reducing the cluster size is to add an electronegative gas so that t he sensi 
tive zone is limited to a small r egion around the wire(4). The effect of different percentages of
such a gas is shown in Fig. 3. In a typical experimental situation, however, we cannot increase 
the Freon 13Bl percentage too much or decrease the gate width too much if we want to keep full 
efficiency for the MWPCs. 

The compromise chosen, for instance in the WA7 experi ment at CERN(5) - Freon 13Bl: 0. 5% , 
gate width : 100 ns - gives rise to the cluster s i ze distribution shown in Fig. 4. 

From these data we can easily understand that the use of a hardware processo,' performin g 
the clustering operation can considerably reduce the amount of words to be transferred to th e co~ 
puter. 
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FIG. 1 - Wire cluster size as a function of the directiofl of tre 
trajectories - Gate of 160 nsec (Ref. (2)) . 

FIG. 2 - Wire cluster size as a function of time gate width. 
Wire spacing = 2 mm. Trajectories at 0°. 20° and 40° 
from the perpendicular to the chamber (Ref. (2)) . 
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FIG. 3 - Wire cluster size with electronegative gases. 
Argon + Isobutane + Freon 13Bl. Cluster size as a 
function of Freon 13Bl concentration (Ref. (2)). 

FIG. 4 - Cluster size distribution in the multivvire 
proportional chambers of the W A 7 experiment. 
Chamber characteristics: wire spacing = 2 mm, gap = 
= 6 mm, gate width = 100 ns, Freon 13B1 percen
tage ~ 0.5%. 
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If the processor is at l east as fast as the read out system we can achieve this result without 
introduction of a dditional deadtime and pass already refined data to a mor e complicated processor 
(point finder, track finder, etc . ) t hat will perform on - line filtering. 

2. - PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION. 

2. 1. - Input ! Output format. 

The Clustering and Renormalizing processor (eRN) has been designed to be compat ible with 
a fast r ead out (RMI-I system) developed at CERN(6). This system gi ves the hit addresses as a set 
of 16 bit words at a max imum speed of one word/120 nsec obtained by u se of MECL 10K circuitry 
and handshake-mode dialogue. The format of these words is: 

where: 

FXNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 

N = Hit address, increasing from 0 to 11263; in the case of F = 1 N is the start address 
of the new plane. 

X Not used. 

F = Flag bit. Only the fir st word of a new plane contains this bit. 

T he aim of the CRN is to compr ess consecutive ch annel addresses into single data words 
with the following format: 

where : S Clu ster(x) size [ s = ~ means single wire cluster 
S = 7 means cluste r of ~ 7 wires. 

C Cluster centre. in half wire units; up to 409:; (i. e . 2047 wires) . 

F Flag bit. It has the same m eaning as i n the norm a l read out but is now associated 
with the first wire address in the plane. 

This data tran sformation reduces the length of a typical proportional chamber bloc k by 30% 
in t he WA7 experiment. but it i s possible only if data have been previously renormalized (i. e . each 
new plan e will start at address zero) becau se that multiwire proportional chamber system. like 
most of t he existing ones, exceeds 2000 wires . 

The sharing of information between cluster size and cent r e has been decided taking into ac
count t he large size of the WA7 proportional chambers(7) an d the expected cluster sizE' distribu
t ian(1. 2. 3) for this apparatus . 

A second output format is, however. foreseen for those experimental situ ations where ve ry 
big clusters can be encounter ed: 

i FcccccccccccsssJ 

Moreover the special word 

(x) A clu ster is define d as a set of adjacent hit wires. In t he particular case of a !r single -wire
-hole I! inside a physical cluster we can have either two separate clusters or a single one. 
dependin g on constants set by hardware. 
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is generated if an empty (i. e. without hit wires) plane is detected. This is, in pa r ticular, useful 
for fast rejection of data through a hardware processor. 

R ough information on wire chamber events can be directly extracted from the eRN. Two 
NIM (8) signals are available; the fir st one is given if the number of empty planes in the whole 
read out chain is bigger than a selected value, the second one if the number of cluster s in a pl~ 
ne exceeds a chosen number. 

If a fast decision is taken by the external logic (NIM circuits, processors, etc. ) and we 
are not anymore interested in further MWPC data we can send a NIM signal to the eRN to ter
m inat e the read out and reset the chamber data. 

2.2. - Data transmission. 

The exchange of information between the read out system and the CRN as well as between 
t\-le CRN and the exter nal circuits is done via a double handshake method; its principle, shown in 
Fig. 5, is very simple : we have an 1!askingl1 and an l1answeringl! circuit, the first one starts the 
conversation sending a START READ and soon after, a request for data (ENCODE); the second 
one reacts by giving these data - as soon as they are ready - together with a DEVICE FLAG str~ 
be. The ENCODE-DEVICE FLAG cycle is repeated up to the end of the available data, then the 
last ENCODE produces a DEVICE FLAG and an END OF RECORD (EOR). 

After EOR a RESET signal can be sent out by the "asking" circuit, if we do not want to re
read the same information from the read out system. 

The timin g diagram of these signals is shown in Fig. 6. A computer controlled by-pass ca 
pability - that is mainly useful for test purposes - can be added to the CRN processor. 

2.3. - Logic. 

The logic of the eRN is schematized in Fig. 7. The architecture of this processor is desi~ 
ned to obtain the maximum speed possible with current t echnology. The use of three independent 
Arithmetic Logic Units (ALU) , of precision delay lines fo r clock propagation, and the absence of 
memory - except the registers for temporary word storage - are the main means to reach this 
aim. 

The CRN behaves as follows: 

a 16-bit word is me;:J10rized in Register 1 each time a strobe is received from the read-out; the 
same word is recorded in Register 2 if bit 15 is set. 

Then, after a delay corresponding to the maximum propagation time of ALU 1, the result 
of the subtraction R1-R2willbekept inR3if the incoming word has been r ecognized as a wire ad
dress (i. e. if it is carrying physical information). In R 3 we have renormalized data; from here 
onwards the calculations to obtain the final word are executed on 12 bit words only. 

The renormalized address is moved to R4 after a 40 ns delay if it is not the first wire ad
dress found in the current plane. In fact the following operation - i. e. the comparison between two 
successive words to see if their addresses differ by 1 or more (ALU 2) - would not be meaningful 
in that case. 

Depending on the result of ALU 2, we can do two things: 

a) The difference is 1. Then we build up a cluster clocking the cluster size counters{x). 

b) Tile difference is greater than 1. Th en the cluster is finished and the result have to be saved. 
H ence the data is stored in the register R5 in which: 
i) the 3 least significant bits are simply the clust er size counter (C1) content; 
ii) the 12 following bits are the result of the operation 2R4 -C 2 and since R4 still holds the last 

word of the cluster, this is the cluster centre in half wire units; 
iii) the most significant bit is the flag bit. 

(x) Two different counters are used for cluster size measurement. C1 is a 3-bit counter that goes 
up to 7 and than halts; C2 i s a 12-bit counter for precision measurement of cluster centre in 
case of large clusters. 
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FIG~ - Scheme of the dialogue between eRN and external circuits . 
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We also decide that a cluster is finished when a plane is fin i shed . Moreover we write in R5 
bit 15 set followed by all zeros when we do not detect wire information between two consecutive 
words with bit 15 set (EMPTY PLANE). 

The use of two consecutive output registers - 5 and 6 - permits building up a new cluster 
even with a word ready for t'eading. A busy logic (not shown in Fig. 7) will block the t ransfer of 
data from the read-out to the eRN if both output registers are filled. 

3. - PROCESSOR TEST AND OPERATION. 

The processor has been set up in two steps . 

The first test of the circuit was done in the [cHawin g way: simulated data were injected in 
to the memory of the read out via wor'd generators; they were read out with and without the eRN; 
a software transformation (the same that the CRN does by hardware) is applied to the second data 
a nd a comparison with the first ones is performed, after 105 cycles without errors the CRN is 
considered to be working with that set of si mulated data. 

If t his is not the case a faster program, that simply reads th e eRN, is used and investiga
tions on the internal status of the processor are done with a logic analyzer. 

Since not all possible configurations of bits can be checked via this method an additional pr~ 
cedure is required. 

The eRN is then used in an experiment with a proportional chamber system consisting of 
2x 104 wires(5) and its behaviour is monitored with on-line programs. Off-line analysis on 108 

clustered events shows the same track reconstruction probability as it does on the same amount 
of unclustered events previously recorded with the same apparatus, This proves that the CRN is 
behaving properl." and steadily over a long period of data ac(]uisition (few months) which is nec
d~d in lij.gh energy physics experiments . 

The USf> of the CRN hecomes more attractive if Ne want to correlate data coming from pr£ 
podional chambers lIsing a hardware processor ; in this case the compactness of clustered da t.a 
will reduce cOJ1sjde r ab ly c011"puting time a.nd allow for fastf'l' a;U"lWCl"S to the correlation require 
ments; moreovel· as the eRN (Pig. 6) does not introduce any additional deadtime. -

A C'omplex hal'dware proC'essor(1 ) has been used in the WA7 experiment for coplanarHy and 
opening angl e checl<s on elastic candidates. The timing diagl~am of it.s dialogue wHh the e RN is 
3ItO.Vll 1n :r"ig, 6, A maximum speed of 3 words/ 11-~~ec (to bc- ('ompar'ed with the 0.5 words/ !.Lsec 
of a CAMACHO) cycle) is obtilined with a 10 metel'S lOlJg cable between tlte CRN and th e processor. 

4 . - CATHODE HEAD OUT. 

It is known that the signal induced on the cathodes of a proportional chamber is spread out 
on a zone of several square millimeters(11) . If the cathodes are built up of wires spaced 1 mm 
and the pulse height on each channel is recorded, the avalanche centre can be determined by off
-line methods with a precision of 150 11-01, weighting the contribution of each wire(l2). Since the 
avalanche is symmetric around the track coordinate the use of a eRN i n connection with a cathode 
read out will allow, in that case, the measurement of a particle intercept with"" 500 ,um preci
sion (half wire spacing). On -line operation and data compression will balance this loss of accu
racy . 

Two coordinates can be extracted by this method from a single proportional chamber thus 
avoiding "ghost points" that can arise from independent chambers with perpendicular anode wires. 

5. - CONCLUSIONS. 

A hardware processor performing clustering operations (CRN) has been built in Genoa 
and tested in an experiment at CERN . Its high speed makes it especially suitable for use with m£ 

": ~, r- -- .. 
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re complex processors. The eRN had shown to be useful in connection with anode read out of a 
proportional chamber by minimizing the number of words to be transferred to a computer. Lastly 
it can make point finding operations easy when applied to cathode read out. 
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